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First, how is the answer to this puzzle found?
Using the dogs of Puzzled Pint, we created an unusual location puzzle for this
Fifth month of the year.We reached out to all of our Game Control folks and asked for a
Word about their dogs. The response was great! Here are some lovely pictures of their dogs
And a nice description of each. The dogs had some opinions though, and initially thought that the
Indexing should be done by dogs and not by pints! There was some serious debate on this,
By the way. In the end, the dogs suggested something else for puzzle
Ratings.What did they want the ratings to be by instead?
Iʻm a proper Puzzled Pint
pup who loves solving
puzzles for food.
-Moxie from Bay Area - San
Francisco

I know how to properly
place my legs for photos.

We are rescues and have
become great thinkers.

I am not guilty! Really, I'm
not!

-Haddie and Sammy from St.
Louis

-Zeus from Missoula

I love the snow and do my
best to make sure nobody's
birthday is forgotten!

I like to wear white socks,
which I think will soon be
fashionable again.

-Charlie from Pittsburgh

-Teucer from Auckland

-Tessa from Enschede

.

I like eating carrots,
playing hockey, and
watching nature
documentaries.

I like eating fresh snow,
wrestling with my BFF, and
looking handsome in bow
ties.

I would be most grateful
for a treat to reward me
for fetching your
slippers.

-Gordon from Ottawa

-Woodford from the Twin
Cities

-Claude from Portland
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I sploot my legs straight
out behind me for
scratches and am always
excited to see people.

I decree that the best spot
in the house is the back of
the couch.
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Though still only a
puppy, I have already
learned that all food is
my food.

-Betty from Syracuse
-Zozie from Pittsburgh

My sage advice to other
dogs is to find the softest
thing to sit on and make sure
you can always see your
humans.

-Birdie from Denver

I know that children are the
best humans.

We are very good
pillows to each other.

-Taffy from Washington DC Arlington

-Oliver and Izzy from
Portland

-Juno from Missoula.
I think that armrests
should not go to waste.
They make great
headrests.

I’m Mr. Social on walks
and think every dog wants
to be my friend.

I’m a loving dog that loves
to go for walks, but I do not
understand strangers.

-Charles from Kansas City

-Baron from Cape Town

-Kyra from Portland

I have found that being
under the desk is the
secret to getting frequent
petting.
-Faith from Victoria
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